
    

SANCHAR NIGAM EXECUTIVES’ ASSOCIATION 
Rajasthan Telecom Circle, Jaipur 

 
No. SNEA/Rajasthan/Corr./2019-20/27                                                                Dated 13.03.2020 
 
To, 
 
Chief General Manager, 
Rajasthan Telecom Circle 
Jaipur 
 
Sub: Regarding development issues and to consider own cost transfer in Rajasthan circle. 
 
Respected Sir, 
 
We would like to express our solicit gratitude and once again requesting to kindly look into the 
issues as detailed below: 
 
1. Restoration of FTTH services: 
It is pertinent to bring your kind notice that since from some days the third party vendors FTTH 
connections are affected severely and getting frequently disconnected. This issue was brought to 
your kind notice in our CEC on 04.03.2020 but no significant improvement is observed till today 
and the issue is not resolved by FTTH NOC. It is observed that all the third party FTTH vendors 
OLTEs are affected due to malware. The customers are threatening to migrate to other service 
providers who are at their door step to give service. In this tough competition if we are unable to 
resolve the issues in five days then very difficult to compete in the present situation. It will badly 
hamper the brand image and revenue of BSNL.  
 
You are requested to kindly intervene in this matter for the earliest restoration otherwise all 
customers given by franchisees will be lost immediately. 
 
2. Request transfer of executives: 
It has been brought to your kind notice that the own cost requested transfer of the executives who 
have completed three or more years of service at the station may kindly be considered at an earliest. 
It will definitely help to boost up the morale of the executives by considering such request time to 
time. 

  
3. Request transfer of Sh. Deshraj Gujar from Ajmer TD to Bhilwara TD: 
Sh Deshraj Gujar  JTO (T) Kekri under Ajmer TD has requested to modify his own cost request 
from Ajmer TD to Bhilwara TD instead of Ajmer TD to Jaipur TD. It is therefore requested to 
kindly consider his own cost transfer from Ajmer TD to Bhilwara TD. 

  
4. Look After arrangement for DGM: 
It is pertinent to bring your kind notice that some AGMs are looking after the charge of SSA heads 
as ‘Linked Officer’ and somewhere else SDEs are also looking after similarly. It is therefore 
requested to kindly issue the look after orders of DGMs for smooth working of these SSA. 
 
I hope that justice will prevail under dynamic leadership of officer like you. 

  
 

(Susheel Kumar) 
              Circle Secretary SNEA 
             Rajasthan Circle Jaipur 


